
	  

VO2GoGo Clips: Voicing Commercials – Part 2 
 

Instructions to Participants - pick one clip to perform from below: 
 

Kraft: Lettuce, it’s never been a star. We don’t invite friends over for some lettuce. 
Lettuce night is not a thing. But lettuce is about to have a moment. With more creamy 
buttermilk and savory herbs, Kraft Classic Ranch is treating lettuce like the star it’s 
never been. 
 

Purex: New Purex No Sort contains an innovative dye transfer inhibitor that reduces 
color bleeding accidents. Purex No Sort. The rules have definitely changed. 
 

Gorilla Tape: Gorilla Tape's double thick adhesive grips rough and uneven surfaces 
for a strong, weather-resistant hold. For the toughest jobs on planet Earth…get Gorilla 
Tape. 
 

RoundUp: So I’m fighting weeds on one day, and then preventing weeds the next, 
while I get some much needed R&R. New Round Up Max Control 365. One more time 
let me make it clear: RoundUp means no more weeds. 
 

Rust-Oleum: This is water. You’ve never seen it behave this way. Imagine a surface 
being rained on, but never wet. Spilled on, but never wet. Submerged, but never wet. 
Experience new Rust-Oleum Never Wet. Just spray it on and it’s, well, Never Wet. 
Find out more at rustoleum.com/neverwet. 
 

Beautyrest: Can you even imagine life without your Beautyrest? Only Beautyrest 
combines the support of pocketed coil technology with the comfort of air cool memory 
foam. Get your Beautyrest, and live life fully charged. 
 

Captain Morgan: Batten down your glasses, ‘cuz white rum has a new Captain. 
Introducing the all-new Captain Morgan White Rum. Five times distilled, for a 
smoother taste. Meet the new Captain. 
 

Fram: Haircuts. Surfing. And oil changes. If you’re going to do it, you want to do it 
right. Fram. Oil changes done right. 
 

Dupli-Color: With Dupli-Color Scratch Fix All in 1 tool, now you can fix it right. Prep it 
with the abrasive tip, paint it with the pen tip for fine scratches, or brush for larger 
chips. Seal it with the clear coat. Everything you need all in one tool. The Dupli-Color 
Scratch Fix All in 1. At Lowe’s. 
 

Dodge Ram: We don’t sit idle wondering how we’re going to build a better truck. We 
get out there and walk a mile, thousands, in the footsteps of the guys we build trucks 
for. This is the all-new Ram Heavy Duty, with 30,000 pounds of towing and 850 
pound-feet of torque. Guts, Glory, Ram. 


